A L L I A N C E PA R T N E R

The Dynamics 365, JD Edwards
and NetSuite Market Leaders

About Catch

The Catch Way

Catch Resource Management was established in 1999
by a senior management team with extensive experience
and professionalism gained from both recruitment and
industry backgrounds.

At Catch, we use tried and tested methods
to build full and detailed pictures of both
our clients’ and candidates’ needs. We
listen to your requirements, motivations
and challenges and consider how we can
assist you to reach the next step – or two.
We draw from our extensive knowledge of
the industry-focused markets we operate in
to allow us to guide and advise on the best
approach for you.

Two decades later and our reputation in the market
is testament to how we apply that experience to
successfully match clients and candidates together. We
guide and support candidates to find the best jobs and
help our clients maximise the ROI for their enterprise
software application.

Your success is our goal and we will support
you with honesty and integrity in both the
short term and long term. If we are best
placed to help with your requirements, we
will put 100% effort into delivering on our
promise for you. Equally, if we feel we are not
best suited to help then, we are not afraid to
explain this and the reasons why.

Our Approach
Catch’s ongoing vision is to use years of expertise to
transform the IT recruitment industry, helping to break
the cycle of inefficient recruitment processes leading
to the ‘cut and run’ attitude still adopted by some
recruitment agencies.
Our whole team is focused on delivering a more skilful
and often bespoke approach to this specialised area of
resourcing. We believe that forging closer, longer-term
relationships with both clients and candidates is more
productive and rewarding for everyone.

We provide a targeted and intelligent
approach to recruitment and our team is
focused on getting it right, every time.

The adaptable nature of the ERP products we work with mean that Catch have experience of working across many
industry sectors. We are particularly experienced within the Manufacturing, Distribution and Retail areas but also cover,
Pharma, Food Manufacturing, Food Distribution, eCommerce, FMCG, Financial services, Insurance, Legal, Real Estate,
Rental, Construction and IT Services.
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Catch Statistics

Number of years
Catch have specialised
in ERP Recruitment

Percentage of repeat and
long-term business from
our current clients

Number of placements
made in the last 20 years

Our retention rate for our
own recruiters

Percentage of our contractors
whose contracts are extended

Percentage of candidates that
rate Catch amongst the top 3
ERP recruitment agencies

Average experience in
years that our consultants
have worked in recruitment

Percentage of clients that
would use Catch again for
Recruitment services

WHEN EXCLUSIVITY EQUALS EFFICIENCY
Why Catch won a single sourcing agreement to resource Microsoft Dynamics AX team for Kuoni GTS

Kuoni acquired GTA (Gullivers Travel Associates), a long-term client of Catch, GTA needed to replace its old JD Edwards
financial system and as its parent company Kuoni was already running a Microsoft Dynamics AX system, so that decision
was straightforward. The next stage was to recruit a project manager, which wasn’t quite so straightforward. IT professionals
with the required experience in working with such systems are not readily available, but Catch was able to put forward a
candidate who is considered in the industry something of an ‘ERP guru’.
According to Sales Director Philip Barker. “We knew that Graham Lockhart had a wealth of experience in Microsoft
Dynamics AX and other ERP system implementations and well known within the industry as the kind of person that could
run the project extremely efficiently.”
Graham Lockhart summarises “In general, you find that clients sometimes don’t realise how competitive the marketplace
for ERP consultants can be. It’s the one case where the employer doesn’t hold all the cards. To get the right people, you
might have to change some procedures, be flexible with interviewing and move quickly when necessary. I could discuss this
with Catch as we both understood the situation – it just made the job that bit easier”.
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